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1. Introduction1. Introduction1. Introduction1. Introduction    

Buddhism and Pre-Hindu Brahmanism held the view of 
humanity fundamentally of non-theistic origin. Though a form of 
theism developed within the history of Hinduism in later periods, 
the fundamental view of human nature has not been changed. 
Moreover, Buddhism and Hinduism both shared cognate 
languages, such as Vedic and Pālī, Classical and Hybrid Sanskrit, 
and yet both parties neither made compromise nor any point of 
alliance prior to the history of Muslim domination and British 
Colonialism. Under the Islamic rule, Buddhism quickly 
disappeared, while Hinduism survived through tightening the 
Caste system.  
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I am concerned with a possibility of cooperation between 
Hindu and Buddhist thoughts vis-à-vis the contemporary hyper-
sensitive fundamentalism arising from the mono-theistic 
religious and cultural movements. As an example, the paper 
patially refers to an attempt of speculation by the distinguished 
Indian philosopher, Prof. T.R.V. Murti, who spoke of a possibility 
of reconciliation between the Hindu theory of Advaita Vedantism 
and the Buddhist Yōgācāra theory of Advaya in his well known 
book The Central Philosophy of Buddhism (1955). Despite the 
authenticity of his distinguished career as philosopher, and 
despite the idea of his advocation on to the two traditions, since 
his study comprises some flaw, I am respectfully refute his idea 
on the ground that an equation between the two is immatured, 
because his attempt to reconcile epistemologically oriented 
Advaya philosophy of Yogācāra Buddhist school and the 
ontologically oriented Advaita Vedanta of Hindu school is 
imbalanced. He did not present the Yogācāra system of 
philosophy in its entirety. He attempted to visualize the infinite 
approaches of the two traditions in terms of equation, i.e., toward 
the coalescence of the ultimate perception and the ultimate 
realty into One. His presented equation omitted an important 
serious ingredient for the Yogācāra system of philosophy, 
namely, omitting the theory of Niḥtrisvabhāvatā that is 
inseparable from that of Trisvabhāvas.   

Calling the reader’s attention to the Buddhist and Vedānta 
philosophical Absolutism, he asserts that “Only mystical religion, 
which eminently combined the unity of Ultimate Being with the 
freedom of different paths for realizing it, can hope to unite the 
world.” And in this connection, he also asserts that “the 
Mādhyamika Absolutism can serve as the basis for a possible 
world-culture.” At the times of 1960’s and 70’s, I was impressed 
by his candid referencing to the Madhyamaka Buddhism, but I 
could not help feeling some degree of skepticism on his 
proposition. After half a century, as global situations changed and 
my intellectual capacity strengthened, I am compelled to 
challenge his proposition as inadequate in addressing to his call 
of Buddhist-Hindu coordination. 1  

                                                
1. Harold Coward: T.R.V. Murti, The Builders of Indian Philosophy 
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In 2002, I participated in the Centenary Commemoration for 
the Birth of Prof. Murti in Vanarasi and presented a paper entited 
“Culture-Free Transmission of the Buddha’s Spirituality from the 
Asiatic (South and East Asia) to the Global Stage.”  The purpose of 
my paper of the decade ago was a critical examination of his 
work, by which it was attempted to clarify due justification for 
stating my skepticism. Although the Mādhyamika dialectic 
became the pan-Indian cultural form through religious and 
philosophical polemics later on, I pointed out that the basic 
distinction between the two traditions continued, because human 
thought ultimately relies on culture either in terms of reason or 
that of religious belief for its ultimate value.  

If it is possible to apply the Kantian categories of “thing-in-
itself” and “a-priori forms of human intellect,” as done by Prof. 
Murti for his interpretation of Mādhyamika Buddhism, and if the 
thing-in-itself is never revealed to empirical cognition beyond 
the modes of human intellect, we may have to say that it would 
be the religious prerogative to project the non-theistic natural 
principle like Buddhist causality or theistic principle like 
anthropomorphic supreme being in the place of that 
transcendent. The question is: What is the limit and the criterion 
of it for the sake of ultimate fulfilment of humanity? The 
Yogācāra Buddhist asserts only the Advaya demarcation at the 
ultimate point of the empirical and phenomenal world in terms 
of Anātman or Paramārtha or Śūnyatā. This demarcation was 
meant to represent the safeguard against all philosophical 
extremism and religious fundamentalism.  

The paper is to propose the Yogācāra Buddhist Philosophy 
of Language as currently fit to the global context and call the 
cooperation by Indian colleagues irrespective of whether they 
advocate Hindu tradition or rational humanism.  Since the Murti 
Centennial Commemoration did not publish the proceedings, I 
have freely availed the contents of my previous paper presented 
in that conference for this opportunity.  

                                                                                                         
Series, Munshiram Manoharlal Publishers, 2003, p. 5. 
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2. 2. 2. 2.     Necessity of ChangeNecessity of ChangeNecessity of ChangeNecessity of Change    from Metaphysical Interpetation to that of from Metaphysical Interpetation to that of from Metaphysical Interpetation to that of from Metaphysical Interpetation to that of 
Logical and Linguistic Philosophy on Buddhist StudiesLogical and Linguistic Philosophy on Buddhist StudiesLogical and Linguistic Philosophy on Buddhist StudiesLogical and Linguistic Philosophy on Buddhist Studies....    

Prof. Murti’s philosophical insight into Buddhist spirituality 
is remarkable in two points of his interpretation: (1) that the 
Mādhyamika dialectic had its fundamental origin in the Buddha’s 
silence against the metaphysical questions that cannot be 
answered either in terms of affirmation or negation. The Buddha 
thus opened the new way of transcendence toward the higher 
plain of the Middle; (2) that the Buddhhist philosophical 
orientation was epistemological, whereas the Upaniṣadic 
orientation was ontological. Prof. Murti upheld that this 
difference continued between Buddhist and Hindu schools 
throughout history down to the times of the confrontation 
between the schools of Vijñānavāda and Advaita Vedānta.  

He failed, however, in two accounts; (1) that he sought the 
theoretical basis of Nāgārjuna’s method of reductio-ad-absurdum 
argument in the Prajñāpāramitā scripture instead of seeking it in 
the Ābhidharmika problem of logical deadlock, because the 
scriptures of Prajñāpāramitā philosophy simply does not 
exemplify the method of Reductio-ad-absurdum argument; (2) 
Most importantly, he failed to give due importance to the theory 
of Niḥ-trisvabhāva that is inseparable from the theory of Three 
Self-natures (Trisvabhāva), and omitted it from his thought of 
equation between the Yogācāra system of philosophy and that of 
the Advaita Vedānta philosophy. 

Initially I thought that this significant omission is 
academically infeasible. In the second thought, however, if he 
knowingly omitted it in order to stress his cherished idea of the 
equation, I thought that the matter may have to be re-examined 
more carefully. It is because of this background of my thought 
that the present paper partially addresses later on to the reason 
why the theory of Niḥ-trisvabhāva is the necessary part of the 
Yogācāra theory of Trisvabhāva, and why it should be included in 
the Yogācāra system on the table of equation between the two 
rival thoughts of Indian civilization. 

In the late 1970’s when I was engaged in post doctoral 
research on the Abhidharmist controversy recorded in the 
Kathāvatthu, the text was scarcely paid attention by scholars of 
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Buddhist Studies as a likely source of Nāgārjuna’s innovation of 
the Madhyamaka method of negation. I recollect that those 
scholars of the earlier 20th century who tried to decipher the 
Mahāyāna Budddhist concept of Śūnyata were attracted, like Prof. 
Murti, toward the textual sources of Prajñāpāramitā inculcation 
on the insight of Śūnyatā. But because of this, they were likely 
misled to think that the subject matter of the Prajñāpāramitā is 
metaphysical, and that Nāgārjuna’s dialectical method of 
argument and negation embodies something that indicates the 
way to deal with the metaphysical problem. As a result, the 
scholars were swerved away from the subject matter of logical 
and linguistic nature of the ultimate insight.  

My dissertational title presented to the University of 
Chicago was “Nāgārjuna’s philosophy and his Dialectic.” My 
interest was more concerned with the tangible methodological 
feature, rather than something intangible subject of Śūnyatā. For 
dissertational research, I focused my attention to the nature and 
forms of Buddhist logic, especially in relation to the metaphorical 
examples of māyā, dream, etc., which appear ln similar form of 
logical exemplification (dṛṣṭānta) to conclude each of narrative 
inculcations of Śūnyatā in all Prajñāpāramitā scriptures. My 
dissertational research was essentially directed to the 
propositional linkage, Apoha theory, fourfold logic, and 
affirmative and negative corroborations (anvaya and vyatireka) of 
syllogism, as related to Nāgārjuna’s dialectical negation of names, 
meanings, sentential linkages, causal and grammatical linkages, 
and so on.  

With such an interest to look at the Mādhyamika dialectic 
from the logical and linguistic point of view, when I investigated 
the consistent format of the logical deadlock recorded in the 
Kathāvatthu, I came almost immediately to grasp why it was the 
important source of Nāgārjuna’s innovation of his dialectical 
method (prasa∫gavākya). Despite the fact that those textual 
specialists, like Mrs. Rhys Davids along with her Burmese co-
translator, Shwe Zan Aung, remarked that the logical method of 
argument was regrettably not totally deciphered,1 I have 

                                                
1.  Kathāvatthu: Pālī Text Society Series Nos. 48, 49; edited by Arnold C. 

Taylor, published by Pālī Text Society, London, 1979. English 
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successfully understood the meaning of the mutual invalidation 
on account of failure of the dual logical corroborations (anvaya-
vyatireka). Ever since it has been a solid addition to my doctoral 
dissertation completed in i972.1 I introduced what I found on the 
logical deadlock of the Kathāvatthu by publishing an article 
initially in the second IABS conference,2 as well as in a few other 
journals within a decade.  

3. 3. 3. 3.     Prof. Murti’s Hypothetical  Flaw: NProf. Murti’s Hypothetical  Flaw: NProf. Murti’s Hypothetical  Flaw: NProf. Murti’s Hypothetical  Flaw: Nāāāāggggāāāārjuna’s Source of his rjuna’s Source of his rjuna’s Source of his rjuna’s Source of his 
DialecticDialecticDialecticDialectic    As the Philosophy of As the Philosophy of As the Philosophy of As the Philosophy of PrajñPrajñPrajñPrajñāāāāppppāāāāramitramitramitramitāāāā    SSSSūūūūstrastrastrastra    

Prof. Murti ascertained that the Mādhyamika dialectic can 
be traced in the Buddha’s critical spirituality of the Middle. It is 
commonly known that the Buddha shunned both of the opposing 
positions, such as, the Eternalist (Śāśvata-vāda) and the Nihilist 
(Uccheda-vāda). His critical dealing with the sixty-two prevalent 
schools of views of his days is known to have embodied his 
transcendence to the Middle. Prof. Murti examines in detail the 
dialectical meaning of the Buddha’s silence with respect to the 
fourteen metaphysical questions (avyākṛtavastūni), which he 
compares with the Kantian philosophical problem of antinomy. 
He asserts that facing such metaphysical questions like, 

                                                                                                         
translation: Points of Controversymor Subjects of Discourse by Shwe Zan 
Aung and Mrs. Rhys Davlds, Pāli text Sociey, 1960. Especially refer 
to the latter’s Prefatory Notes by Rhys Davids, pp. xxix - liv. 

1.   Nāgārjuna’s Philosophy of Śūnyatā and his Dialectic, Department of 
South Asian Languages and Civilizations, Unversity of Chicago. 

2.   Ichimura: (1) “A Study of the Mādhyamika Method of Refutation, 
Especially of its Affinity to that of Kathāvatthu,” Journal of the 
International Association of Buddhist Studies, pp. 7-16. 1980. (2) 
Buddhist Critical Spirituality: Śūnyatā and Prajñapāramitā, Chap. 5: 
“Ābhidharmika Logical Crisis and Mādhyamika Dialectical 
Solution,” (3) “Ābhidharmika Logical Deadlock in the Kathāvatthu 
and Nāgārjuna’s Madhyamaka Dialectic,” Japanese Journal of Indian 
and Buddhist Studies, vol. 39, No. 2 (1991) 20-24.  (4) “Mādhyamaka 
and The Future,” presented at the International Conference for 
Studies in Buddhology in 1990, included in  Buddhism into the Year 
2000, Dhammakaya Foundation, 1994, pp. 67-85; (5) “On the 
Relationship between Nāgārjuna’s Dialectic and Buddhist Logic (III), 
Esp. Similar and Disimilar Dṛṣṭānta.” Japanese Journal of Indian and 
Buddhist Studies, No. 49, 1998.   
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“Whether the world is eternal, or not, or both, or neither,” and so 
forth, the Buddha was conscious of the indeterminable nature of 
the conflict in reason, and resolved it by rising to the higher 
standpoint of criticism. He claims: “Thus was born the Buddhist 
Dialectic. ” 

Secondly, Prof. Murti modified his thought on antinomical 
conflict of reason in reference to historical changes, because the 
Buddha’s silence was still in suggestive form. Hence, before the 
rise of the Mādhyamika dialectic, he asserted that there was a 
period of accentuated situation in which human consciousness 
was further pressed by the two opposite maturing traditions, 
namely the Upaniṣadic Ātma-tradition evolved to be the schools 
of Sāṃkhya, Vaiśeṣika, etc. and the Buddhist Anātma tradition 
evolved to be the Vaibhāṣika, Sautrāntika, etc. on the other hand. 
The rise of the Mādhyamika critical consciousness is therefore 
explained in reference to these radically different and rival 
systems reaching their full systematization as thesis and 
antithesis.  Prof. Murti contends that the Mādhyamika had dual 
tasks: (1) one to express the Buddha’s ascension to the middle, 
and (2) another to demonstrate the real’s transcendence to 
thought. 

Although I accept the above two points of philosophical 
attitude of the Buddha, I cannot accept Prof. Murti’s reference to 
Nāgārjuna’s contemporary history. It is true that Nāgārjuna was 
engaged in dispute not only with Naiyāyika Hindu logicians 
notably as a singular school of the Hindu camp but also more 
clearly challenged some Abhidharmist school by his major work 
Mādhyamakakārikā-śāstra. But it is not precise to say that his 
dialectical method was a necessary consequence resulting from 
the metaphysical antithesis between the Upaniṣadic Ātmavāda 
and the Buddhist Anātmavāda. 

I am also refusing to accept his theory that the Mādhyamika 
system is the systematised form of the Śūnyatā doctrine of the 
Prajñāpāramitā Treatises regarding its metaphysics, the six-fold 
path (ṣaṭ-pāramitā-naya) of practice and its spiritual ideal.1 I 
should conditionally agree with his view here on the ground that 
Nāgārjuna as author of the Upadeśa Śāstra, Voluminous 
                                                
1.  Ibidem, p. 83 
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Commentary on the 25,000 Verse Prajñāpāramitāsūtra, was 
identical with that dialectician, called Nāgārjuna, who wrote the 
Treatise of the Middle (Mūlamadhyamakakārikā-śāstra). The reason 
I make it conditional is that the Upadeśa Śāstra does not apply the 
Mādhyamika dialectical method of reductio-ad-absurdum 
argument at all. Surely the text comprises innumerable passages 
that explain the concept of Śūnyatā and the ideals of Mahāyāna 
Bodhisattvas, especially Kuan-shih-yin-pu-sa (Avalokitasvara) 
endowed with activist love and compassion, but it does not 
comprise a theoretical exposition of the Mādhyamika method of 
argument and negation.  

I have no objection in assuming that Nāgārjuna was the 
author of the Upadeśa Śāstra. But, since the text is not the source 
of the Mādhyamika dialectic, I cannot satisfactorily agree with 
Prof. Murti’s assumption that the Prajñāpāramitā treatises are the 
source of Nāgārjuna’s dialectic, nor that the Śūnyatā which the 
Prajñāpāramitāstras inculcate is anything related to metaphysical. 
I am therefore compelled to propose that Nāgārjuna’s source of 
dialectical method ought to be looked for somewhere else, 
namely, in the Ābhidharmika doctrinal disputes recorded in the 
Kathāvatthu. 

4.4.4.4.    The The The The KathKathKathKathāāāāvatthu’s vatthu’s vatthu’s vatthu’s Mutual Invalidation and Necessity of Mutual Invalidation and Necessity of Mutual Invalidation and Necessity of Mutual Invalidation and Necessity of 
BreakingBreakingBreakingBreaking    Categorial Forces of SignificationCategorial Forces of SignificationCategorial Forces of SignificationCategorial Forces of Signification    

Candidly speaking, the Buddha’s teaching of Anātman (non-
self) meant to be the critical and skeptical insight toward the 
nature of cognition based on linguistic convention (sāṃvṛṭi or 
vyavahāra). Prof. Murti paralleled the concept of Ātman that is 
central to the Upaṇiṣadic literature and that of Ātman which the 
Buddha rejected in his teaching in terms of Anātman. His 
parallelism to show the Buddhist and the Upaniṣad in conflict is 
not exactly right, because the concept of Anātman the Buddha 
taught was not an exactly opposite entity to that of Upaniṣadic 
entity. His teaching was rather linguistic in that an empirical 
consciousness is cognized only through linguistic and logical 
forms, and that whatever arises from the pre-linguistic 
subliminal causal configuration of five Skandhas (pycho-physical 
elements), which is named as Dependent Origination 
(pratītyasamutpāda), has no linkage to the Upaniṣad metaphysics.  
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It is my contention that the theory of Anātman or that of 
Śūnyatā, which are interchangeable in Mahāyāna Buddhist 
thought, is essentially linguistic rather than metaphysical. This is 
clearly indicated by the logical controversy recorded in the 
Kathāvatthu. If my hypothesis is correct in that Nāgārjuna’s 
dialectic was an innovation by which he tried to show solution to 
the problem of Kathāvatthu controversy, it is possible to alter the 
course of hitherto metaphysically treated philosophy of 
Madhyamaka and Yogācāra toward the logical and linguistic 
treatment of these philosophies. The Kathāvatthu treatise is based 
on a well organized logical formula of demonstration in terms of 
anvaya and vyatireka, i.e., affirmative and negative corroborations 
based on the principle of instantiation (dṛṣṭānta). The contents of 
the text does not show any clear marks of Anvaya and Vyatireka, 
even making the textual experts, such as Rhys Davids and 
Burmese co-translator, astrayed and express their regret that an 
ultimate decipherment was not accomplished.1 The difficulty was 
due to the subject matter of the controversy, because the logical 
corroborations crisscrossed the boundary of Paramārtha and 
Vyavahāra. 

The pattern of mutual invalidation reflects the failure of 
syllogistic demonstration. Take an example of a universal 
statement that “if there is a smoke, there is fire.” In order to 
convince people that the yonder hill is on fire by perceiving a 
rising smoke there, the speaker is required to make an inductive 
assertion by presenting an example in which smoke and fire are 
likely observed to be together. So the speaker shows a similar 
example (sapakṣa) such as kitchen hearth where both are likely 
co-present, and simultaneously, he must show an example of its 
contraposition by citing an irrigation pond where the listeners 
agree “neither fire nor smoke” to be observed. This is a dissimilar 
example (vipakṣa). Once this is done, it is justified for the speaker 
to claim deductively that the yonder hill is on fire because of the 
sight of a rising smoke.  

What is crucial to logical argument is to provide affirmative 

                                                
1.   Shwe zan Aung and Mrs. Rhys Davids: Points of Controversy or Subject 

of Discourse, translation of Katāvatthu, Pāli Text Society, 1960; 
Prefatory Notes, pp.xlvii-lvi. 
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(Anvaya) and negative corroborations (Vyatireka) by presenting 
similar and dissimilar examples. It follows that success and 
failure of an inference depends on the effectiveness of similar 
and dissimilar examples. Historically, Buddhist logicians were 
consistent in holding that the essential nature of logical method 
is that the subject (i.e., a hill) of inference ought to be a member 
of the group of similar examples (i.e., a hearth), but contrarily, 
not to be a member of the group of dissimilar examples (i.e., a 
irrigation pond). In short, in logical context, it is utmost 
important to keep the logical categories of affirmative and 
negative examples separate. 

In Buddhist thought, human life is always known to be in 
between two different dimensions, i.e., transcendent (Paramārtha) 
and phenomenal (Vyavahāra), on account of which an individual’s 
life is accounted either as spiritually oriented or as secularly 
oriented. The heart of Theravāda practice was set as analytical 
introspection (vipaśyanā) in accordance with what Śākyamuni 
taught at his initial sermon. Human spirituality means to become 
aware of the three aspects of transcendent elements as anitya, 
duḥkha, and anātman through the practice of analytical 
introspection. It is to raise the right insight (samyak-prajñā or 
sammā-paññā) by seeing the nature of the five Skandhas (pañca-
skandha: rūpa, vedanā, saṃjñā, saṃskāras, vijñāna) as they really are 
(yathābhūta-darśanam). The same introspection ought to be 
directed to the categories of twelve Āyatanas, eighteen Dhātus, 
and so forth, up to the laws of the four holy Truths. In short, 
analytical introspection points to the fact that whatever we 
cognize through linguistic forms is neither certain nor reliable in 
their depiction of the world we experience. 

The Abhidharmist goal of religious emancipation was to 
identify through introspection the nature of psycho-physical 
elements of the Skandhas as well as all other categories of 
ultimate facts as impermanent, suffering, and non-self (anātman 
or anattā) i.e., having no reality of its own. It is the practice of 
penetrating from the empirical and linguistic forms of 
consciousness to the depth of pre-linguistic processes of an 
individual mind. The practitioners thus become aware of the 
boundary of the transcendent and empirical. What the 
Kathāvatthu controversy was concerned was the linkage of these 
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two dimensions. It was not anything metaphysical but essentially 
logical and linguistic in the sense that the Theravādin orthodoxy 
and Pudgalavādin heterodoxy contested to prove their respective 
interpretations. They, however, equally failed to prove either 
view as valid. They mutually crisscrossed the logical boundary 
between the transcendent and the empirical categories. Because 
of this, their arguments did not reveal the standard formula of 
Anvaya and Vyatireka, but the complicated formula of mutual 
invalidation expressible as “smoke but no fire” and “fire but no 
smoke.”  

I am obliged to make their mutual invalidation to be 
intelligible for the sake of subsequent chapters, and prepare a 
chart which explains how and why the two sectarian debaters 
ended up to be logically invalid. Before introducing the chart, let 
me explain what they respectively asserted to. First, the 
Theravādin held that “the factual elements of the Skandhas are 
known to be real,” but “not an individual person (Pudgala) or 
self,“ because the latter is an empirical subject with a bundle of 
logical and linguistic forms. The Pudgalavādin, however, 
attempted to assert that an individual person (Pudgala) too should 
be known as real like those Skandha elements, because a person 
is taught to be identical with the whole of Skandha constituents. 
The Pudgalavādin relied on scriptural evidence, saying:  

The world honored One said: “there is the person 
(puggala) that goes along (with an aggregation of five 
Khandhas) for the sake of an individual’s self (atthi 
puggalo attahitāya paṭipanno), and the rūpa dhamma (and 
so forth) are known in the sense of a genuinely real 
thing.1 

                                                

1.     The following disputes on Pudgala comes some later proceeding on 
the relationship between a Pudgala and its constituent Skandha 
facts;  

 Puggalavādin: Is the person not known in the sense of a real and 
ultimate fact?   Theravādin : No.  
Puggalavādin: Did the Exalted One say: ‘There is the person who 
works for his own good? and is material quality (rūpa) known in the 
sense of a real and ultimate fact? Theravādin: Yes.  
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The Theravādins prepared their thesis by setting up the first 
proposition as (1) ‘x’ (a subject term) is known as a genuinely real thing 
“P”;1 which can be transcribed as “(x)P”; and the second proposition as 
(2) ‘x’ is known in the same way as a genuinely real thing is known, which 
also can be transcribed as “(x)Q.” In this way, the two propositions are 
linked to represent the formula of affirmative verification (Anvaya) as 
“(x)P⊃(x)Q.” Setting up these two propositions as a universal 
statement, the Theravādin questioned Pudgalavādin, saying “Is the 
person known in the sense of a real and ultimate fact?” The 
Pudgalavṣdin answers “Yes.” Next, the former questions again, saying: 
“Is the person known in the same way as a genuinely real thing is 
known?” The Pugalavādin cannot answer with similar confidence, 

                                                                                                         
Puggavādin: Is material quality one thing and the person another? 
Theravādin: Nay, that cannot be truly said.  
Ref.: (Pālī text: Kathāvatthu, ibidem, p. 13:  Theravādin: Puggalo 
n’upalabbhati saccikaṭṭha-paramaṭṭhenāti?  Theravādin:  Āmantā. 
Pudgalavādin: Vuttaµ Bhagavatā: Atthi puggalo attahitāya paṭipanno, 
rūpañ ca upalabbhati saccikaṭṭhaparamaṭṭhenāti? Āmantā. 
Pudgalavādin: Aññaµ rūpam añño puggalo ti?   

Puggalavādin censured Theravādin: “Acknowledge this rejoinder: If 
the Exalted One said: ‘There is the person who works for his own 
good, and if material quality be known in the sense of real and 
ultimate fact, then indeed, good sir, you should also have admitted 
that material quality and the person are two distinct things. You 
are wrong in admitting the truth of the former statement while you 
deny that of the latter. If material quality (rūpa-dhamma) and 
person pudgala) are not two distinct facts, then neither can you also 
say that the Exalted One predicated anything concerning a ‘person’. 
Your position is false.” 

1.   These two rules are a paraphrasing of the valid syllogistic 
principles of ‘anvaya and vyatireka,’ or ‘similar and dissimilar 
instantiation’ or ‘method of agreement and that of difference.’  Cf. 
Th. Stcherbatsky, Buddhist Logic, Vol I, pp. 283-287.  Śaṅkarasvāmin 
[probably Diṅnāga’s disciple] defined these two rules in his concise 
Nyāyapraveśaka-sūtram as / sapakṣe sattvaṃ vipakśe’sattvam / “two 
concomitant propositions ought to be jointly verified by the class of 
similar instances” and “the same propositions equally falsified by 
the class of dissimilar instances.”  [Gaekwad Oriental Series vol. 33, 
1930, p.1] 
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because Pudgala is a person empirically known. Hence answered “No.” 
By symbolizing ‘pudgala’ as ‘y,’ we have the Pudgalavādin’s position by 
the two propositions which are expressible in notation as “(y)P ⊃ –
(y)Q.”  The Theravādin announces that they won: 

Oh, Pugalavādin. You are wrong, because if you affirm the 
first proposition as “(y)P,” you ought to also affirm the 
second one as “(y)Q,” but you instead affirmed the former 

while negated the latter, i.e., “(y)P・–(y)Q.” If you are to 
negate the latter, you ought also to negate the former, i.e., 

“–(y)Q・–(y)P,” but you instead affirmed the former and 

negated the latter as “ P(y)・–Q(y).” You are lost. 1  

In the second round, i.e., rejoinder (paṭikamma), the 
Puggalavādin ingeniously rebutted by questioning the Theravādin 
with negative implication through similar tactics, asking: (1) “Is 
‘puggala’ not known as a genuinely real transcendent facts?” The 
Theravādin replied, “No, it is not so known,” [–(y)P]. The former 
again questions the latter, asking: “Is ‘pudgala’ not known in the 
same way as a real thing is known?” Here the Theravādin could not 
give a similar confident reply, beccause the unreality of empirical 
self is known only through the same trans-empirical insight in 
which rūpa-dharma, etc. are known as genuinely real and ultimate 
facts. Hence the Theravādin was forced to reply affirmatively 
through double negation: “Yes, it is not to say that it is not known in 
the same way[–{–(y)Q}].” Thus, it is the Pudgalavādin’s turn to 

                                                
1.   In Indian logic, in general, logical relation was not conceived in 

terms of comprehension of the minor term or proposition by the 
major, but in terms of concomitance, concurrence, or 
accompaniment of two terms or propositions, although the latter 
relation can be translated into the former—comprehension of a 
minor universal by a larger one.  Hence, a conditional statement:  
“if ‘p,’ then ‘q’”, was not conceived in terms of comprehension 
expressible by the ‘containment of symbol ”⊃”, but, strictly 
speaking, in terms of conjunction expressible by symbol ‘ · ’.  When 
even a containment symbol ”⊃” is used here, it should be 
understood to imply an intention  of conjunction with the 
conditional force of the logical rule. 
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announce that the Theravādin’s assertion as {–(y)P • (y)Q} is logically 
wrong and censured the Theravādin, saying: 

If you, Theravādin, negate the first proposition [that is our 
thesis], you ought also to negate the second one as “–p(y) ⊃ –
q(y),” but you instead, while negating the first, affirmed the 

second as “–p(y) ・q(y).” If, on the other hand, you wish to 
affirm the second proposition, you ought also to affirm the 
first one, as “q(y) ⊃ p(y),” but you instead, while negating 

the first, affirmed the second as “–p(y) ・q(y).”  Since you 
affirmed the second while negating the first, you failed to 
accomplish your thesis. 

The foregoing exchange of arguments between the 
Theravādin and Pudgalavādin, though only the initial session of 
their confrontation, shows how and why they end up to their 
mutual invalidation in which they nullify their claims each other 
and resulting in a draw. The chart I referred to the exchange of 
argument is placed as a subnote here, so as to reduce a space of 
the main section.1  The Kathāvatthu controversy was the type of 
intra-Buddhist disputes, and shows why the text continued to be 
upheld as the third book of Abhidharmapiṭaka. The subject matter 
is by no means a metaphysical problem against the Upaniśadic 

                                                
1.   “Whether Puggala is Empirical or Transcendent”   

1. Theravādin Refutation 2. Puggalavādin Rejoinder 
Puggalavādin thesis ‘p•–q’  Theravādin refutation ‘–p•q 
is false, because ‘p ⊃ q’;  is false, because ‘–p ⊃–q’; 
‘p•–q’ is false, because ‘–q ⊃–p’;  ‘–p • q’ is false, because ‘q ⊃ p’; 
Hence, the thesis ‘p•–q’ is false.  Hence, the refutation ‘–p•q’ is false. 

3. Puggalavādin Refutation  4. Puggalavādin Application 
Theravādin’s refutation ‘–p•q’  Our thesis ‘p•–q’ is not falsified; 
can be refuted, because ‘–p ⊃ –q.’  Your refutation  ‘–(p•–q)’ is 
Theravādin’s refutation ‘–p•q’  not acceptable, because ‘p⊃q’  
is false, because ‘q ⊃p.’  and also because ‘–q ⊃ –p’;  
Hence, ‘_–p•q’ can be refuted.  Hence, ‘–(p•–q)’ is not acceptable. 

5. Puggalavādin’s Conclusion 
Our thesis ‘p •–q’ is not refuted, because ‘p• q’ is not compelled; 

Your refutation –(p•–q) is not convincing, 
because ‘–p•–q’ is not compelled;  

Hence your Theravādin’s contention: ‘p•q’ and ‘–q•–p’ are not convincing. 
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Ātman, because the problem is the issue of two different 
interpretations as to how the transcendent Skandha elements are 
linked to an empirical self in which the phenomenal world is 
experienced. It is a linguistic problem how to explain the 
transcendent process of multiple elements of senses and intellect 
guided by Dependent Origination to manifest into an empirical 
consciousness constructed by logical and linguistic forms at each 
moment of existence. 

5.5.5.5.    The The The The KathavatthuKathavatthuKathavatthuKathavatthu    Controversy and the Madhyamaka Controversy and the Madhyamaka Controversy and the Madhyamaka Controversy and the Madhyamaka     Method Method Method Method 
of Dialectic as Solutionof Dialectic as Solutionof Dialectic as Solutionof Dialectic as Solution    

The Madhyamaka’s reductio ad absurdum method which 
Nāgārjuna introduced was to break down “thought categories” 
which are inseparably constricting human mind by the force of 
linguistic signification. In his initial verse of dedication, 
Nāgārjuna specified eight categories by dual negation of the four 
sets of paradoxical terms: 

Neither perishing (anirodham) nor arising” (anutpādam); 
Neither ceasing (anucchedam) nor lasting (aśāśvatam); 
Neither identical (anekārtham) nor different (anānārtham); 
Neither coming (anāgamam) nor going (anirgamam).1 

These categories of thought are fixed in the mind to dualize 
conceptual processes in reference to whatever is cognized as 
phenomenal events. Since Buddhist does not accept the 
referential objects of linguistic signification in the external 
world, all referential phenomena ought to be looked into 
paradoxical inner meanings as “arising and perishing” as resulted 
from the configuration of transcendent elements of the five 
Skandhas. Thus, Nāgārjuna dedicated his salutation to the 
Tathāgata’s Supreme Enlightenment and subsequently attempted 
to reveal his insight of transcendent Dependent Origination by way 
of negating all mental categories.  This was precisely what 
Nāgārjuna attempted to theorize as Buddha’s thought in the 24th 
chapter of the Madhyamakakārkā-śāstra, saying:  

Whatever arises by depending on the configuration (of 

                                                
1. Mādhyamakakārika , the verse for dedication::  
 anirodham anutpādam anucchedam aśāśvatam/ 
  anekārtham anānārtham anāgamam anirgamam// 
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five Skandha, etc.), we call it “Śūnyatā” (an empty 
phenomenon without its own identity), because it is a 
product of linguistic convention (prajñapti), having 
depended (upādāya) (on multiple causes and conditions). 
This is the way to see phenomenon in terms of Middle 
Way.1 

In the following, I summarily itemize Prof. Murti’s views of 
the Mādhyamika dialectic and evaluate his views with my criticial 
observation. First, he defines the dialectic to be the negation of all 
empirical notions and speculative theories and thereby replaces 
Ābhidharmika pluralism and dogmatism of the earlier Buddhism. I 
can agree with the first half of his statement as adequate, but the 
latter half is questionable, because as it is clear in the above 
quotation cited from the Mādhyamikakārikā, Nāgārjuna accepts the 
plural causality beneath every empirical phenomenon 
experienced in consciousness. Second, I am compelled to disagree 
with his second view that Prajñāpāramitā revolutionized 
Buddhism in all aspects of its thought and religion by the basic 
concept of Śūnyatā.2 My disagreement here is corollary to my 
objection against his theory that the source of the Mādhyamaka 
method of dialectic was the Upadeśa Śāstra (only extant in Chinese 
translation Ta-chih-tu-lun) or any or all of the Prajñāpāramitā 
Sūtras.3 Thirdly, Prof. Murti viewed that the Madhyamaka dialectic 
originated in the Buddha’s consciousness as its principal theme, 
and that his avoidance of two extremes and ascension to the 

                                                

1. Madhyamakakarika XXIV, verse 18: 
 yaḥ pratītyasamutpādaḥ śūnyatām tām pracakṣmahe/ 

 sā prajñaptir upādāya pratipat saiva madhyamā// 
2.    Ibidem,  p. 82  

3.    Ta-chih-tu-lun (『大智度論』100 fasc.): A commentary to the 25,000 

Verse Prajñāpāramitā-śātra, known as Ta-p‘in-pan-jo-ching 

(「大品般若経」). This voluminous commentary, with its 
encyclopedic contents divided into 100 chapters, is generally 
known as ascribed to Nāgārjuna. It was translated by Kumārajīva 
during 402- 405 [Taishō. 25 (No. 1509); Cf. Étienne Lamotte (1981): Le 
Traiteé de la Grande Vertu de Sagesse de Nāgārjuna, Tome 1-5, 
Université de Louvain, Institut Orientaliste, Louvain 
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middle, embodies the real’s transcendence to thought.1 This 
feature of the Buddha’s critical spirituality is said to have reached 
the highest in Mādhyamika philosophy, because the Buddha’s 
dialectical thought, originally expressed in silence, was magnified 
utmost in the form of active repudiation. My question, however, 
is: Whether was the Buddha’s transcendence from linguistic forms 
of assertion was the Upaniṣadic metaphysical ground or the 
Buddha’s own pluralistic causal ground?  

In the following I am closely  following Prof. Murti’s analyses 
of the formal aspect of Mādhyamika dialectic. (1) He emphasized 
that the reduction-ad-absurdum argument of the Mādhyamika does 
not establish any thesis. Though accepting a particular thesis 
hypothetically, it is designed to elicit its implication to expose 
the inner contradiction which has escaped the notice of the 
opponent.2 I asserted that the Mādhyamika dialectic is directed 
toward the breakdown of the categorial borders of signification. 
In order to accomplish this goal, the primary expression 
Nāgārjuna undertook was to create the context in which 
contradictory concepts are compelled to their juxtaposition 
without mitigation as contents of the Buddha’s insight. I consider 
that this was the thesis of the Mādhyamika, namely, the 
breakdown of the categorial demarcation, only expressible by 
contradictory juxtaposition.  

Secondly, (2) Prof. Murti analyzes that since the 
Mādhyamika does not have a thesis of his own, he does not 
construct syllogisms with arguments and examples of his own. I 
must say categorically that this is an inadequate analysis, because 
in his great commentary Mahāprajñāpāramitotpāda-śāstra, 
Nāgārjuna offers nine metaphorical examples as appropriate to 
the Mādhyamika dialectical negation and elucidates that these 
examples help regular humans to understand the concept of 
Śūnyatā.3 One of the Mādhyamika subsect Svātantrika 

                                                
1.   Ibidem,  p. 83  
2.    Ibidem, p. 132 
3. Ta-chih-tu-lun (Taishø, 25(No. 1506), fasc. 6; nine metaphorical 

examples which can be quoted for understanding Śūnyatā: an 
illusion (māyā), a moon reflected in the water (dakacandrā), empty 
space (ākāśa), an echo (pratiśruthā), an imaginary town in the sky 
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Mādhyamika emphasized the use of syllogistic formula instead of 
reductio-ad-absurdum method. According to their formula, the 
subject term, irrespective of whether it designates a transcendent 
or an empirial entity, the thesis statement is equally and 
invariably required negation to express the principle of Śūnyatā. 
This negation implies a juxtaposition of two paradoxical 
concepts, i.e., one subject term is affirmed as existent empirically 
and simultaneously negated as non-existent. The Mādhyamika 
example ought to be invariably dual natured as created by 
paradoxical or contradictory juxtaposition.1 

Thirdly, (3) Prof. Murti holds that the principle of the 
Mādhyamika dialectic is “Nothing in itself and all is relative 
(pratītyasamutpāda),” which means that nothing exists in its own 
nature. He elaborated this by saying, because any fact of 
experience, when analyzed, reveals the inner rift present in its 
constitution. It means that everything is composite. I can agree 
with this definition. For instance, when Nāgārjuna refutes the 
Naiyāyika logicians in his Vigrahavyāvartanī, he repudiates their 

                                                                                                         
(gandharvanagara), an image in dream (svapnacgāyā), an image in 
mirror (pratibimbanirmāṅa),  a pseudo highest achievement 
(upamadharma-adhimukutir).  

1.    The syllogistic formula of Bhāvaviveka of Svātantrika Madhyamika 
directly contradicts to Murti's assertion, and demonstrates that the 
Madhyamka dialectic can be expressed in syllogistic formulas by the 
means of dṛṣṭānta. Cf. The Sanskritized text Mahāyāna-karatala-ratna 
or On the Mahāyāna Treasure within the hand (Palm), one of Arya 
Bhāvaviveka, which was retranslated into Sanskrit by N. Aiyaswami 
Sastri from the Zuanzang's Chinese translation [『大乗掌珍論』 ( 2 

Fascicles，『大正』30，(No.1578), Chang-chen lun (Karatalaratna or the 
Jewel in Hand);  Visva-Bharati Annals, vol II, 1949 

(1)  Transcendently (paramārthatas) whatever empirically existent is devoid of 

reality (śnyatā) ……………………………………………………..…........…………「真性有為空」 

Because it arises from depending on causes and conditions.「 縁生故」  

Like a “magical apparition” (māyāvat)…………………………………  –「如幻」 
(2) Transcendentally, whatever does not ariss from the causality 

 is devoid of reality …………………………………………………………..「無無有実」 

Because it is without empirical origination ……………………….….「不起」 

Like a “sky-flower” (kha-puṣpavat)……………………………..………… 「似空華」 
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presupposition that perception arises from the contact of visual 
organ (pramāṇa) and object (prameya) of perception. Nāgārjuna 
refutes this primary condition to repudiate self-existent 
perception by using metaphorical examples. Accepting the 
Naiyāyika theory that a perception arises from the contact of a 
visual faculty (i.e., eyes) and an object of perception, Nāgārjuna 
makes the opponent agree that the phenomenon of illumination 
requires the contact of an agent of lighting, i.e., a candle light, 
and the object of illumination, i.e., nightly darkness. Then, he 
questions whether the candle light and the darkness of the night 
can be met together in contact.1 Convention accepts their contact 
to explain the fact of illumination. Nāgārjuna’s question is why 
such an illumination ought to be self-existent. 

This is the most standard formula of reductio-ad-absurdum 
method to negate independent nature of the subject matter of 
argument. Here Prof. Murti correctly defined the form of 
dialectic, but I must emphasize that the origin of the dialectical 
arguments of this type must have come from the type of the 
Kathāvatthu controversy, and not from that of Prajnāpāramitā 
narrative inculcation. What I am further pointing out is that the 
fact of illumination cannot be an independent existent, precisely 
because it arises out of two interdependent entities (i.e., agent of 
light and its recipient), and linguistically explains the fact of 
illumination as drawn from the juxtapositon of light and 
darkness, despite their  contradictory nature. This applies to all 
kinds of relationship conceptualized in convention in which 
logical contradiction is never questioned despite the logical  
laws.2 

It is my contention that the Mādhyamika dialectic does not 

                                                
1. Vigrahavyāvartanī: Kārikās 36-39: (『廻諍論』第 36-39 頌)’ The 

Treatise on Turning Around (Doctrinal) Disputes : Kunst and 
Johnston : A Sanskrit edition of the Vigrahavyāvartanī, Mélanges 
Chinois et Bouddhiques (1948-1951);  

Ref. Ichimura: “Zen Master Dōgen’s View of Language in 
his Shōbō Genzō,” The Indian International Journal of Buddhist 
Studies No. 11, 2010, p. 65. 

Another applicable metaphor is the grmmatical struture of Kārakas 
which make up an independent sentential meaning. 
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repudiate the empirical world, and that what it repudiates is the 
underlying mental force of linguistic behavior, namely, the 
referential force of the mind directed to its objective referent and 
the tendentious or purposive force of the mind which links one 
sentensial symbol with another. The Ābhidharmika debaters of 
the Kathāvatthu were invariably affected by these dual forces of 
the mind in disputing on their different theses and referents, 
exactly in the way the Naiyāyika and the Mīmānsaka disputed on 
the nature of Śabda during Medieval India.1 The Mādhyamika 
dialectic can be defended for two accounts: (1) By disclosing the 
hidden contradiction in an imbalanced assertion of a thesis, the 
dialectic is designed to annihilate the sharpened discrepancy 
between two different assertions and to bring about a more 
conciliatory state of the mind in both parties of disputes. (2) It 

                                                
1. The Naiyāyika empiricist held a presupposition that śabda (vocal 

word) is impermanent because it is human made like a pot is, while 
the Mīmānsaka transcendentalist held an exactly opposite 
presupposition that śabda is permanent because a command of 
retualism should be understood exactly same way at any time or any 
place. The two schools contested their different interpretations on 
the nature of Śabda, The both parties presented their theses by 
perfect syllogism: 
Naiyāyika Thesis :     ‘Vocal word’ (śabda) is impermanent......śabdo ’nityaḥ 

 Reason :    because it is a product.........................kṛtakatvāt 
 Example : just as a pot is (or anything molded) 
    ....ghaṭatvavat 

The Mīmāṃsā linguist would arrange his syllogistic argument 
against the former as follows: 

Thesis :   ‘Vocal word’ [śabda] is permanent......śabdo nityaḥ 
Reason :    because it is audible (or communicable) 
Example :  just as any other vocal word.......................śabdatvavat 

The Mīmāṃsā schoolmen, along with the Vaiyākaraṇas, postulated 
the transcendent existence of ideas and concepts in a similar 
manner as Plato’s postulation of the world of eternal ideas.  These 
examples are given in the Nyāyapraveśakasāstram:  Gaekwad Oriental 
Series, 38 (1930), pp.3-4.  Although strictly speaking, ‘śabdo anityaḥ 
kṛtakatvāt ghaṭavat,’ is a Vaiśeṣika presupposition [siddhānta], since 
the Naiyāyika accepted the metaphysical system in toto, it is 
presented as the Naiyāyika view of language.  Cf. A. Kunst:  “The 
Concept of the Principle of Excluded Middle in Buddhism,” Rocznik 
Orientalistyczny XXI, (1957), p. 146. 
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should also be additionally noted that Nāgārjuna’s dialectical 
critique is not to abandon the orthodox analytical introspection 
into Skandhas, Āyatanas, and so forth, but to restore the status of 
real dharmas to the trans-empirical and non-linguistic domain 
where alone the Ābhidharmika elders exercised transcendent 
introspection. Nāgārjuna’s dialectic demonstrates that no sooner 
than these dharmas are subjected to empirical and linguistic 
domain along with pudgalas, they become empirical and linguistic 
subject to be negated as Śūnyatā. 

6. 6. 6. 6.     VijVijVijVijññññāāāānavnavnavnavāāāādindindindin----YogacYogacYogacYogacāāāāra Theory of Language and ra Theory of Language and ra Theory of Language and ra Theory of Language and 
Grammarian’s UltimateGrammarian’s UltimateGrammarian’s UltimateGrammarian’s Ultimate    SouSouSouSourrrrcececece    of Signification pertained to of Signification pertained to of Signification pertained to of Signification pertained to 
ŚŚŚŚabdaabdaabdaabda----BrahmanBrahmanBrahmanBrahman    

Assuming that Nāgārjuna was man of A.D. 50 through 150,1 
the subsequent history of Indian philosophy, already out of the 
mythological era, began to develop the most vibrant and complex 
period of intellectual activities, ushering the so-called classical 
period in India. It would be almost impossible therefore for any 
individual scholar to follow up the vast and multifarious 
philosophical and religious developments of the following 
millennium. Prof. Murti, however, traced the Buddhist and the 
Upaniṣadic traditions very skillfully by distinguishing their 
philosophical orientation respectively as epistemological and 
ontological. He follows down the Mādhyamika influence on the 
Vijñānavādain philosophy on the one hand and on the Advaita 
Vedāntin philosophy on the other by these criteria. Although I 
am skeptical whether or not the Buddha’s philosophy of Anātman 
was directly counters the Upaniṣadic concept of Ātman, his 
critical attitude toward the convention and his epistemological 

                                                
1.  Ichimura: “Re-Examining the Period of Nāgārjuna: Western India, 

A.D. 50-150” (「龍樹の年代論再考」), JIBS, vol. 40, No. 2, March 
1992 (pp. 8-14); “The Period of Nāgārjuna and the Fang-pien-hsin-lun 

or Upāyahṛdayaśāstra (龍樹の年代と「方便心論」), JIBS, Vol. 43, 
No. 2, 1995, pp. 2033-2028; also Re.: Buddhist Critical Spirituality: 
Prajñā and Śūnyatā, Chap. 2: Nāgārjuna’s Historicity on the Basis of 
Suhṛllekha and Ratnāvalī Presented at the International Seminar on 
Contribution of Andhra Desa to Buddhism under the title: “ 
Nāgārjuna as author of Suhṛllekha and Ratnāvalī and his Eventual 
Center of Activity as Southern Kosala,” Hyderabad, Dec. 26-28, 1997. 
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orientation were always consistent with the subsequent 
characteristics of Buddhist history. The Vijñānavāda adopted the 
meaning of Madhyamaka dialectic, developed its logical system of 
Dignāga, on the one hand and formulated the Consciousnes-only 
system of Vasubandhu of which Three Self-natures (Tri-svabhāva) 
is a part, through all of which they disproved the ontological 
reality of the external world. Thus asserts Prof. Murti that the 
Vijñānavādin thereby indirectly established the sole reality of 
consciousness (Vijñaptimātratā).1 

As to the history that the Mādhyamika influenced on the 
philosophy of the Advaita Vedānta which belonged to the 
Upaniṣdic tradition, Prof. Murti pointed out that the Advaita 
Vedānta adopted a dialectical method to demolish multifarious 
phenomenal dimensions, but by so doing, they indirectly 
established the sole reality of the Upaniṣadic Pure Being as 
changeless, universal, and self-evident. I was attracted to Prof. 
Murti’s attempt to equate the two different orientations at some 
point between the Vijñānavāda and the Advaita Vedānta systems. 
From the ontological standpoint, the Advaita Vedānta 
emphasized that what matters to them is the thing known in the 
objective world, whereas the Vijñānavāda emphasized that 
whatever known externally is non-existent. Although Prof. Murti 
did not go into the linguistic and Grammarian’s philosophy that 
arose prior to the Advaita-Vedānta, I think that a comparison 
between Bhartṛhari’s philosophy of language with that of the 
Vijñānavāda can provide an additional aid to assess the 
difference of the foregoing major philosophical orientations. 
Therefore I shall briefly examine the essential chcaracteristics 
which are also shared by the Vedanta system of philosophy. 

Hindu grammarians theorized that the linguistic force of 
the mind, namely, significative power (śakti) shapes individual’s 
experience and the world by calling it the power of convention 
(vyavahāra). Accepting to the presence of such a force of 
language, Buddhist and Hindu thinkers established totally 
different theories. Bhartṛhari of the 5th century, for instance, 
theorized human (empirical) cognition as a phenomenalization of 
the ultimate principle Śabda-brahman, of which each linguistic 

                                                
1.  Murti: op.cit., p. 218  
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proposition (i.e., subject-predicate linkage) has its sentential 
referent (sphoṭa) as Śabda-Brahman’s partial manifestation. His 
theory of Sphoṭa defines the three categories of propositional 
components as follows:  

(1) Sphoṭa is the Śabda-Brahman that is the unifying 
principle establishing the linkage of subject and predicate 
of a proposition; (2) Artha is the objectified word that is to 
be linked as the signified, and (3) Śabda is the subjective 
word (the signifying) that links itself with the signified.1   

It is evident that Hindu thinkers as a whole postulated 
realistic correspondence between language and things of the 
external world. Buddhist thinkers, on the other hand, invariably 
refuted their theory of reality on the ground that human thought 
and perception rely on the force of duality in the subjective 
consciousness, say, cognizing agent and cognized object 
bifurcated within the mind, and hence whatever is constructed 
by linguistic convention is ipso-facto without referential reality 
externally; it is nothing but subjective illusion or imagination. In 
attemptng to refute the Grammarian’s theory of word-object 
relationship, Buddhist philosophers proposed their own theory 
that consists of three categories. The theory was called “Three 
self-Natures” (Tri-svabhāva) as referred to before. The theory was 
originally presented in the Sandhinirmocana-sūtra of the third 
century. The theory of the Three self-Natures is given as follows:  

(1) The imaginary nature (parikalpita) depends on names 
associated with notions. (2) The dependent nature 
(paratantra) depends on attribution of the imaginary 
nature to the dependent nature. (3) The absolute nature 
(pariniṣpanna) depends on non-attribution of the 
imaginary nature to the dependent nature.2 

                                                
1.  Re.: Vākyapadīya, Kaṅḍa III: Sambandha-samudeśa. 
2.  Étienne Lamotte: “Les trois ‘caracteres’ et les trois ‘absences de 

nature propre’ dans le Samdhinirmocana” (Chap. 6 with a 
sanskritization from the Tibetan version), Bulletin de la Classe des 
Lettres et des Sciences Morales et Politiques, Louvain, 1935, p. 298; 
also, his Sandhinirmocana-sūtra, L’explication des mystères (Texte 
tibetain edite et traduit) (Louovain, 1935), 63; Chieh-shenmi-
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Vasubandhu of the fifth century simplified their 
definitions for more easy understanding in linguistic terms:  

The imaginary nature of the empirical world (parikalpita) 
is the Vyavahāra, namely, (externalized) linguistic 
operations; the dependent nature (paratantra) is the 
Vyavahārtṛ, namely, the subjective author of linguistic 
usage; and the absolute nature (pariniṣpanna) is the 
Cessation of the Vyavahāra, namely, cessation of linguistic 
usage.  

In the system of the Grammarians, phenomenalzation 
occurs ultimately from the principle of Śabda-brahman, of which 
an individual sentential Sphoṭa is its partial manifestation. On the 
other hand, in the Buddhist system of Tri-svabhāva, such entities 
(sphoṭa) are significantly absent, because the first (parikalpita) and 
third (pariniṣpanna) categories are only so differentiated over and 
above the same substratum, namely, plural causal configuration 
of the Skandha elements. Simply speaking, external phenomena 
are illusory projection of a subjective inner imagery which arises 
into the dependent nature from the multiple causal configuration 
of the Skandhas. When such an imaginary nature (parikalpita) 
ceases to be, the subjective imagery also drops from the second 
dependent nature where the consciousness freed from all 
linguistic significations manifests itself upon the same plural 
causal configuration.  

Bhartṛhari claimed that the Śabda-brahman manifests as a 
physical replica (referent) of the mental object (signified) in 
outer world, and as a verbal expression of a mental word 
(signifying) and object (signified) in inner world. The Buddhist 
philosopher asserts that the external world (parikalpita) is 
empirically existent but does not really exist in the absolute 
sense (paramārthataḥ). It is the subjective imagery, and hence 
exists only as illusory, not in the manner it appears. The 
Grammarians postulated Śabda-brahman or an individual Sphoṭa as 
a mediating principle of the necessary linkage between word and 
meaning, but the Buddhist accepted no reality of whatsoever and 

                                                                                                         

ching: Ch. 2 (translated by Xuan-zang, (『解深密経』ii, 大正16, 
No. 676). 
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rejected the Sphoṭa of necessary linkage. The reason is that the 
word-object linkage is a product of mental dualization (dvaya). In 
short, the grammarians postulated a singular principle beyond 
empirical duality of inner and outer worlds, whereas the 
Buddhist accepted cessation of this duality of word and meaning 
itself in inner world as the ultimate. The history of Indian 
philosophy as represented by Buddhist and Hindu traditions 
increasingly evolved in the bipolar directions. 

6.6.6.6.    The YogThe YogThe YogThe Yogāāāāccccāāāārararara----ViñViñViñViñāāāānavnavnavnavāāāādin din din din Philosophy as Philosophy as Philosophy as Philosophy as Successor ofSuccessor ofSuccessor ofSuccessor of    the the the the 
Madhyamaka and Prof. Murti’s View of EquatioMadhyamaka and Prof. Murti’s View of EquatioMadhyamaka and Prof. Murti’s View of EquatioMadhyamaka and Prof. Murti’s View of Equationnnn    

Like the Mādhyamikas, the Yogācāra theoreticians 
differentiated two dimensions of Transcendent (paramārtha) as 
free of mental duality (advaya) and Secular Convention 
(vyavahāra) based on mental duality. After the Mādhyamikas 
successfully broke down the categorial constrictions by 
dialectical method, demolishing the paradoxical sets of 
existential concepts associated with the use of language. The 
Yogācāra, followed the suite, but modified the duality of the mind 
in terms of linguistic categories of names and meanings as 
ultimate force of signification.1 In the Mahāyānasūtrāla∫kāra-
śāstra, Asa∫ga introduced the following chart of paradoxical sets 
of linguistic signification.  

(1) Non-existent (abhāva) and (2) existent (bhāva), (3) 
excess attribution (samāropa, ) and (4) harmful attribution 
(apavāda); (5) identity (ekatā) and (6) difference (anekatā), 
(7) Universal (sāmānya) and (8) Particular (viśeṣa); (9) 

analyzing Meaning from Name (如名起義分別) and (10) 

analyzing Name from Meaning (如義起名分別)2 

                                                
1. If. Bid., fast. 40, p. 393b:.復次、「衆生中行忍辱慈悲等福功徳無量、 

功徳無量故故心柔軟、心柔軟故疾得禅定、修禅定故心如意調柔、心如意調柔故、破世

間長短男女白黒等。入一相法所謂無相、得是法等已、令一切衆生得是法等。」 

2. 無着菩薩造『大乗荘厳経論第五巻 (Mahāyāna-sūtrālaṅkāra-

śāstra)（述求品第十二之二）「無體體增減、一異自別 相、如 

名如義者分別有十種」釋曰。有十種分別。一者無體分別。二者有體 

分別。三者增益分別。四者損減分別。五者一相分別。六者異相分別。 

七者 自相分別。八者別相分別。九者如名起義分別。 
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The last two categores of names and meanings explain, for 
instance, on the one hand, “adhering to the name of a thing,  for 
instancea, a pot, we analyze the actual form of a pot 
(yathānāmārthābhiniveśa-vikalpa), and on the other hand, adhering 
to the meaning of a pot, we identify its name as a pot 
(yathārthanāmābhiniveśa-vikalpa). The Madhyamika dialectic 
demolished the existential categories as forces of signification 
(vyavahāra) in order to nullify the duality of the mind, and 
thereby directly face the transcending causal configuration of the 
Skandha elements (paramārtha). This radical approach flattened 
the structural system of the empirical world. On account of this,  
some Vedānta philosophers criticized the Mādhyamika and 
Vijñānavāda in philosophical polemics by accusing that Buddhist 
denied of the (external) real altogether and admits a theory of 
appearance without any reality as its ground. Prof. Murti 
defended the Buddhist position by saying:  

In fact the Mādhyamika does not deny the real; he only 
denies doctrines about the real. For him, the real as 
transcendent to thought can be reached only by the denial 
of the determinations which systems of philosophy 
ascribe to it. When the entire conceptual activity of 
Reason is dissolved by criticism, there is Prajnā Pāramitā.1    

Prof. Murti’s defense for Buddhist position in this passage is 
adequate, because according to Nāgārjuna, when one is freed 
from the significative forces of language, one directly faces the 
underlying Skandhas and causal configuraation as real. Prof. 
Murti rightly pointed to it as “Prajñāpāramitā” instead of 
Upaniṣadic Ātman.2 His use of Prajñā Pāramitā was correct and 

                                                                                                         
十者如義起名分別。般若波羅蜜經中為令諸菩薩遠離此十種分別故說十種
對治」[大正 Vol. 31, No. 1603]. Asaṅga’s Mahāyāna-sūtrālaṅkāra-
śāstra in S. Lévi’s Sanskrit edition and translation: Exposé de la 
doctrine du Grand Véhicle selon le Systéme Yogācāra, 2 tomes, Paris: 
Librairie Hornoré Champion, 1907. 

1.    Ibidem, p. 218 
Placing Prajñāpāramitā instead of Brahmanic metaphysical 
principle shows the fact that Prof. Murti differentiated the two 
different reality respectively for Buddhist and Brahmanic system 
of philosophy. 
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evidemcerd that he correctly understood the Buddhist concept of 
reality. The Buddhist Paramārtha is “plural inter-depdendent 
csusality” (pratītyasamutpāda) which is identical as Śūnyatā. This is 
what Nāgārrjuna called ‘tattvasya lakṣaṇa’ “ the chatracteristic of 
the real” in his terminology. The Yogācāra theorists ought to 
rebuild a viable system of practice toward the realization of 
Enlightenment, and it was the task of the Vijṇānavādins to 
introduce the structural linkage between the Paramārtha and 
Vyvavahāra by their innovative system to open the way from the 
empirical to the transcendent. This is called the System of 
Subjective Consciousness. 

The Vijñānavādin (Yogācāra) introduced the theory of the 
phenomenal world by systematizing the eight kinds of 
consciousness, i.e., the primary one as Ālaya-vijñāna; the second 
one as Mano-(or Ādāna)-vijñāna; and thirdly, the group of six 
cognitive consciousnesses including mental. In part, this system 
replied well to the Hindu criticism by demonstrating that 
Buddhist theory does not ignore human individual self. The 
beginning-less and endless evolvement of interaction between 
names and meanings depends on the linguistic dispositions (jalpa-
bija or karma-bīja) produced by the use of language 
(yatthājalpārtha-saṃbandhāyā nimittam) and accumulated within a 
semi-subjective agent (Ālayavijñāna) as forces of signification 
from the time of immemorial. Vasubandhu theorized 
Ālayavijñāna as consisting of innumerable seed-like residues of 
disposition (bījasa∫gṛhītam ālayavijñānam). This pseudo-subjective 
agent acts as the user of language (Vyavahārtṛ). The question is: 
How can we modify the undesirable linguistic and Karmic 
dispositions which activate unfavorable dualities of categories as 
names and meanings? How can we reduce affectation of negative 
linguistic dispositions and how can we create new incentives 
toward the religious goal as well as for the betterment of 
humanity? The answer is the Yogacāra’s theory of Three Self-
natures (Trisvabhāva) and Three Non-self-natures 
(Niḥtrisvabhāvatā) which are briefly referred to above. 

The Buddhist theory of “Three Self-Nature” (Traya-
svabhāvā) was originally introduced in the Sandhinirmocana-sūtra 
as said before. According to Xuan-zang’s translation, the fourth 
chapter of the text dealt with the Three Self-natures under the 
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heading of “Characteristics of Entire Dharmas” 
(Sarvadharmalakṣaṇa 「一切法相品」) and the fifth Chapter dealt 
with “Three Non-self-natures” under the heading of “ 
Characteristics of Non-self-natures for Textual Meaning 
(Sandhinirmocana-niḥsvabhāvalakṣaṇã「解深密経無自性相品」). The 
following are the definitions of the Three Self-Nature (Trisvabhva) 
given  in Xuan-zang’s translation: 

(1) The imaginary self-nature (parikalpita-svabhāva) which 
depends on names associated with own self-notions. It 
means that the empirical world is set up temporarily 
by names associated with distinctions of self-nature. 
『謂一切法名仮安立自性差別｣.1 

(2) The dependent self-nature (paratantra) for the world of 
phenomenal appearance, which is explained as 
“Because of this, that is,” and “Because of this rising, 
that arises,” and so forth, “Depending on delusion 
(avidyā), activation of co-efficients,” and so on, up to 
“Accumulation of a great mass of suffering.”2 

(3) The absolute self-nature (pariniṣpanna) in which entire 
dharmas are free from distinction, and in the context 
of this truth an indomitable Bodhisattva practices 
based on given causal context, exercising due will and 
minding without up-side-down thought, being aware 
of co-efficient context, gradually accumulating 
practices towards the supreme enlightenment and 
perfect realization.3  

The Vijñānavādin-Yogācāra asserted that the external 

                                                

1.  『謂一切法名仮安立自性差別｣ 
2. 『謂一切法縁生自性、則此有故彼有、乃至此生故彼生、謂無明

縁行、乃至招集純大苦蘊。 

3.「謂一作法平等真如、於此真如，諸菩薩衆勇猛精進為因縁故
、如理作意無倒思惟，為因縁故之能通逹漸漸修集、乃至無
上正等菩提方証円満、 
Étienne Lamotte: op.cit, Note 25. 
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world (parikalpita) appears to be empirically existent but does not 
really exist in the absolute sense (paramāthatas), and that 
subjective cognition refers to the objective appearance which is 
illusory and non-existent.  Xuanzang’s translation gives it as 
translating:  “The entire phenomenal world  appears temporarily, 
as it were, by names according to the nature of individual 
distinctions. 1 

Accordingly, when an inner cognition (vyavahartṛ) perceives 
an external world [by linguistic forms], this external referent is 
an imaginary nature (parikalpita, vyavahāra); when this imaginary 
nature ceases to be upon cessation of the duality (advaya), the 
absolute nature automatically manifests (pariniṣpanna). “Advaya” 
in Mādhyamika Buddhism refers to the state or knowledge that is 
free from the duality of the two extremes as “is” and “is not,” 
subjective cognitive faculty (pramāṇa) and object to be cognized 
(prameya), and so forth. It is the knowledge free from conceptual 
bifurcation essential to linguistic force of signification.2  

7.7.7.7.    Prof. Murti’s formula of Equation and the Omitted  YogProf. Murti’s formula of Equation and the Omitted  YogProf. Murti’s formula of Equation and the Omitted  YogProf. Murti’s formula of Equation and the Omitted  Yogāāāāccccāāāāra’s ra’s ra’s ra’s 
TheoryTheoryTheoryTheory    of Three Nonof Three Nonof Three Nonof Three Non----selfselfselfself----nature nature nature nature     

“Advaita” of the Vedānta usage, as given by Prof. Murti, is 
the knowledge of differenceless entity – Brahman (Pure Being), 
and he equates the meaning with that of Vijñānamātra (Pure 
Consciousness). He seems to have proposed here that when 
Brahman shines forth as universal, totally devoid of difference, 
the knowing faculty too gets concentrated and lost (brahma veda 
brahmaiva bhavati),3 and that in theory, the ultimate objective 
principle that is freed from all phenomenal differences can be 
identified with the Vijñānavāda’s epistemic subject purified to its 
perfection.  He says: 

While the Buddhist Advaya system represented epistemic 
and the Hindu Advaita system of philosophy represented 
ontological, the primary aim of the Vedānta and the 
Vijñānavāda is to seek the truly real and suffuse the mind 
exclusively with it to the extent that the mind becomes 

                                                

1.    「一切法名仮安立自性差別」 
2.  Murti: The Central Philosophy of Buddhism., p. 118 
3.  Ibidem. 
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one with the real.1 

In short, Prof. Murti places his idea of reconciliation on this 
equation between the Vijñānavāda’s Pure Consciousness 
(āśrayapravṛiti ālayavijãna) and the term “advaita” (free from 
duality) that refers to the knowledge of differenceless entity – 
Brahman (Pure Being). At this juncture, however, I am obliged to 
challenge Prof. Murti from the Buddhist point of view that the 
Advaita Vedānta’s call for reconciliation is premature once again. 

In my reading of Prof. Murti’s passages, he appears to have 
been sincerely convinced of the possibility of reconciling the 
Advaita Vedānta advocacy of ontological non-duality (advaita) 
and the Vijñānavāda advocacy of epistemic non-duality (advaya). 
I quoted one of his words above. In addition, he further says:  

Advaya is knowledge free from the duality of the extremes 
(antas or dṛṣṭi of ‘Is’ and ‘Is not,’ Being and Becoming, etc. 
It is knowledge free of conceptual distinctions. Advaita is 
knowledge of differenceless entity – Brahman (Pure Being) 
or Vijñāna (Pure Consciousness). The Vijñānavāda, 
although it uses the term Advaya for its absolute, is really 
an Advaita system. 

The reason why I said that his proposal of reconciliation is 
premature was initially my concern of his sincerity, because 
while writing on the Central Philosophy of Buddhism, why should he 
risk of his scholarly reputation? While he is talking about 
reconcilability of the two traditions, he drops the theory of 
Śunyatā corollary to that of Three self-Natures entirely from the 
Yogācāra system of philosophy. Especially, when his view is that 
the source of Nāgārjuna’s dialectic was the Prajñāpāramitā textual 
sources of which Niḥsvabhāva or Śūnyatā is central. As second 
thought, if he deliberately and knowingly omitted it, I thought it 
would be necessary to investigate the matter more carefully 
whether it was thought to be advantageous to him for his 
presentation or it is unnecessary to him for his presentation. 
With this thought behind, I am introducing the theory of Three 
Non-self Natures from Xuan-zang’s translation of the 
Sandhinirmocana-sūtra. 

                                                
1.     Ibidem,  p. 217 
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(1) All dharmas are without self-nature for their 
characteristic (諸法相無自性性): Whatever fact of 
phenomenon has no self-nature for its own characteristic. 
For instance, it has no characteristic of imaginary 
existence. Why? It is because the characteristic of 
imaginary appearance happens to be due to linguistic 
phenomenon, and not due to its own nature. Therefore, no 
imaginary appearance has its own nature.  1 

(2) All dharmas are without self-nature for their 

arising（諸法生無自性性): 

Whatever fact of phenomenal occurrence has no self-
nature. For instance, it has the nature of inter-dependence 
with other co-efficient causes for occurrence. Why? It is 
because its occurrence is due to depending on causally 
efficient others, hence it is not arising due to its own self-
nature. Hence, no fact of occurrence has its own nature  2   

(3)  All dharmas are without self-nature for ultimate 
transcendence (諸法勝義無自性性) whatever fact of the 
transcendent state has no self-nature. For instance, it has 
the nature of arising without its own nature. Hence it has 
no own self-nature.  It arises upon depending on the 
presence of coefficients. Hence, it is called no self-nature 
for ultimate transcendence. Why? It is because this is the 
genuinely free and no self-orientation. Therefore, such a 
state ought to be known as no self-nature. This genuine 
state is for all facts and elements without exception. 
Hence this is revealed to be with no-self-nature. On 
account of this, it is called the no self-nature of the 
transcendent state.   3  

                                                

1. 「如何諸法相無自性性，謂諸法遍計所執相，如何故，此由仮
名安立為相非由自相安立為相，是故説無自性相。 

2. 「如何諸法生無自性性，謂諸法依他起相、如何故，此由依他縁
力故有，非自然有，是故説名生無自性性、 

3. 『如何諸法勝義無自性性，謂諸法由生無自性性故，説名無
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Although the Buddhist assertion of the theory of Three Self-
natures (trayasvabhāva) itself clearly differentiates the theory of 
reality from the Vedānta positive assertion of external reality. 
The theory of Three Self-nature, however, may have created an 
impression that it advocates an underlying reality in terms of 
“self-natured distinction” (自性差別). It is obvious that the textual 
author must have thought the theory of Three Self-Natures ought 
to be accompanied by the corollary theory of Three Non-self-
Natures, but why? It is clear to me that the two theories together 
confirm that theoretical bases are negation of reality in terms of 
Niḥsvabhāva or Śūnyatā. Prof. Murti’s popularity was due to his 
intermediate position between Buddhism and Vedānta Hinduism. 
Some scholars comment on his philosophy in reference to the 
Brāhmanical cultural context. His approach dissociated from the 
pro-Brahmanism scholars like Radhakrishnan, his own teacher, 
according to whom Buddhism was a form of Brāhmanism as 
originating from the Upaniṣads. Prof. Murti’s approach, however, 
is also different from those orthodox Buddhist scholars who 
regard Buddhism a radically new tradition having no connection 
with Vedic thought. Where do we find him between the two 
different philosophical traditions? We are compelled to go back 
to the case of his omission of the Three Non-self-nature from the 
Yogācāra system of philosophy.  

I have focused my research to the nature of the Kathāvatthu 
controversy and that of Nāgārjuna’s reductio-ad-absurdum 
argument. Although this method became a pan-Indian cultural 
form in later period of polemics, it is generally known to have 
been the Buddhist origin, of which I challenged Prof. Murti’s view 
by demonstrating the Kathāvatthu controversy and the 
contribution of the Mādhyamika type of treatment to deal with 
the problem that arises from the problem of discrepancy of 

                                                                                                         

自性性，即縁生法，亦名勝義無自性性，如何故，於諸法中
是清浄所縁境界、我顕示彼以為勝義無自性性，依他起相非
是清浄所縁境界，此故亦説名為勝義無自性性、復有諸法円
成実相、亦名勝義無自性性、是一切法勝義諦故，無自性性
之所顯故，由此因縁，名為勝義無自性性。 
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signification in logic. I did not go into the method of the 
Prajñāpāramitā method of narrative inculcation of Śūnyatā 
although I challenged against Prof. Murti’s view that it was the 
source of Nāgārjuna’s dialectic. I think that the Prajñāpāramitā 
textual tradition had an important educational role in Buddhist 
history in India as well as outside India. Besides, logical and 
dialectical method did not create as much enthusiasm outside 
India as in India.  

The reality underlying linguistic usage is another subject. 
The grammarians,, like Bhartṛhari asserted the metaphysical 
system of Śabda Brahman to explain linguistic phenomena of 
signification. The Buddhist view is centered to the individual 
transcendent skandha elements harmoniously configured by 
dependent origination throughout history since the Buddha. 
Prof. Murti himself asserted the direction of new research in 
linguistics as early as 1963 when he spoke in his presidential 
speech for Indian linguistic Society.  It is my hope that the 
linguistic research may be more successful to deal with the 
problem of antithesis between the two major traditions. 

8.  Epilogue8.  Epilogue8.  Epilogue8.  Epilogue    

As it is with the world of globalization, the trend is 
proceeding toward a period when one system of philosophy or 
religion would no longer be linked with a particular cultural, 
historical and racial context. Buddhist Studies today is no longer 
confined to Indian cultural context, even though its study still 
requires the knowledge of Sanskrit and Pāli. Chinese and Tibetan 
languages have already been important disciplines of Buddhist 
Studies. This trend would advances as times go on, especially 
because we are more and more pressed to focus attention on to 
individual persons irrespective whether one is in whatever 
religion, culture, business, and so on. 

My first visit to India, especially, Buddhist historical sites, 
goes back to 1952-53. In 2009, I happened to write an article for 
the felicitation volume for Prof. N.H. Samtani who served as chair 
of the Buddhist and Pāli Studies at the Banaras Hindu University 
after Ven. Bhikkhu Kāśyapa. I had a chance to refresh my 
observation of Buddhist sites in Bodhagayā and Lumbinī, etc. Also 
I had chances of studying the status of Ambedkar Buddhist 
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Movement in Nagpur and Mumbai. In short I spent my adult life 
observing India’s development and the revival movement of 
Indian Buddhism for over half a century.  It has been often 
difficult for me to face such a slow history of recovery tasks of the 
Buddhist sites and revival movement of Buddhist affairs. Some 
theorists say that the majority of Hindu society has kept it down. 
I do hope that there will be some change with these affairs. 

I have been concerned with the depth of religious and 
cultural conflicts between the monotheistic religions and 
cultures themselves which cannot be ended smoothly, unless 
both parties become capable of controlling and modifying the 
mental force of signification. The significative force of language 
is so strong in all human cultures, like in ethnic, tribal, racial, 
social groups, and strongest of all, in religious groups. When two 
parties collide, it is always the case that the force of signification 
is emphasized in both parties rather than reduced. New 
education is necessary in terms of globally balanced degrees as 
many localities as possible for reduction of verbal and linguistic 
forces of signification. I do hope that Sanskritists keep this 
matter in mind and contribute to this global goal while 
promoting their cause. 


